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We go
“Down on the Farm”

From the Chairman
Ron’s Rumblings
Have you seen our new website?
If not have a look at
www.haywardsheathmoviemakers.org.uk
It was felt necessary, in this ‘Brave New World’ to
have our movies on display as we must have been
the only club in the country without a link to watch
our videos. Rod undertook the job of redesigning our website and I
know you will like to join with me in thanking him for an excellent and
speedy job. I know of two people who have already looked at the films
on it with complimentary remarks so this is a valuable tool for potential
new members.
If you would like your films to be considered for inclusion on the site the
first requirement is for you to create an account (free) and upload them
onto YouTube. This is a very easy procedure and by ticking the relevant
boxes one is able to exceed the original 10 minute limit. I have successfully uploaded 10 of my films, one of 42 minutes, without any trouble.
The only proviso is that it is preferable to make a compressed version
of the film otherwise it will take forever to upload. This can be achieved
by using the universal ‘Quicktime’ player and should you want any further information ask Rod, David or myself for details.
Please do keep looking at our website as it is being updated regularly
and all the information of future meetings and events are there.
The film that David and I are currently working on continues to be an
uphill struggle. The first mistake was shooting a lengthy dialogue scene
- with the actress waring the wrong clothes thus making a mockery of
the continuity! We have now re-shot this and it does look good. I had
pressed ganged our own June Bailey into playing the part of
a medical examiner and told her there would be no dialogue and she
was happy with this. After a rethink of the script she suddenly got half a
page of dialogue to deliver. I think the expression “Don’t Panic Mr Mainwaring” came to mind. I would like to say here that you were magnificent June and I am very proud of you but I do think if I ask her to do anything else I know what the answer will be!!
Ho hum we do have fun don’t we? Watch this space for the continuing
saga……… !
Until next time.

Ron Prosser
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From the Editor
It seems like only the other day that I was sitting at my
keyboard with the Summer edition of this publication
on the screen! Where does time go?
As there were no club meetings in August, I started
work with Ray on one of our next years Albany films
which involved working with two actors. I don’t want to go into details as
this publication is seen by our other competitors, but suffice to say it is
work in progress and shaping up nicely.
At a scripting session for his latest film, Ron said “It would be nice if we
could have some crane shots in this scene”
This immediately brought back to me his previous request “I need a coffin in a grave” which had spurred me into making a coffin and digging a
grave sized hole in my field which featured in the opening scene of
“Second Chance”.
Now I’m usually up for a challenge, especially if it means designing and
making something. I had already had the chance to play with a “real”
crane when Channel 4 came last year, to my neighbour as part of a house
improvement programme. The cameraman was really friendly and I had a
good look at how it was put together. Of course it took a full size professional camera, had joystick control of camera tilt and rotation and cost
around £30k!! But during slack moments, he let me loose on his pride and
joy.
Looking on the internet to purchase available devices showed the cheapest to be several hundreds of pounds. So the challenge was there. Design
and make something that was functional, portable for as little as possible
preferably for less than £100!
I now have a working prototype with just a few little niggles to overcome
and will keep you posted on progress.
Let’s hope Ron doesn't want a drone next time!

David Fenn

Photographs in this issue by
Rod Willerton
David Fenn
June Bailey
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Down on the Farm
An account of our club visit to Norwood Place Farm on 2 September 2014.
This turned out to be a very informative and enjoyable club visit. Personally speaking I learned more in three hours about dairy farming than I ever knew. For example I now know what a heifer is!

One thing for sure is that being a farmer is a demanding 24/7 all year
round occupation. How do they find time for a holiday?
Norwood Place Farm is located in Norwood Hill which is close to Horley
and of course Gatwick Airport.
It is co-owned by Bill Westnedge and Paul Knight and it was Paul, together with his wife Malanie that showed us around. They were ably assisted
by their two very enthusiastic young daughters, Anna and Emma.
The farm is spread over about a thousand acres and at the time of our
visit had a total of 350 milking cows of which 120 were in or had recently
calved. A busy period for the farm but all the more interesting for us.
The noise from the calves was something to experience and meant no
need for a burglar alarm!
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A quite amusing moment of our visit was being taken by road to a distant part of the farm. Our transport consisted of a long trailer pulled by
a tractor. We all sat high up on bales of straw and had to hold on tightly
whilst going along the road.
Climbing up onto the bales proved challenging and some members
took up the offer of a lift-up using the bucket of a large JCB. Quite a
sight!
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Our tractor road trip took us to see some grazing land as well as a
large field of maize which was soon to be harvested to become animal fodder.
We learned something of the economics (?) of farming. For example
at present the farmer only gets paid 30 pence for each litre of milk
whereas the same litre has been slashed to as little as 86 pence in a
supermarket price war and EU overproduction. In addition the milk
from this farm is transported all the way to Essex for processing, bottling and distribution which makes the sums even more difficult to
add up.

During the visit we were shown the milking shed which was highly
mechanised and spotlessly clean. The milk produced is to a very
high standard and is constantly checked for quality. One nonconformity could mean a whole batch being rejected

The operating costs on the farm are yet something else. The new
tractor which pulled our hay wagon cost £85K and the milking bay
machinery about £150K. The maize threshing machine, brought in
by a contractor, is a mind numbing £300K and only operates for part
of the year.
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A total of 12 club members attended which was a little disappointing
but they all expressed the view that it was successful. Many took video and stills so there should be a good record of the event and someone may even produce a short film. Let’s hope so. The view of the
JCB bucket will certainly be entertaining.

On returning to the barn, we were treated to tea and cakes provided
by Liz and June. Thank you ladies.
Thanks should also be extended to Paul Bailey for organising the trip
and a very special thank you to Bill Westnedge, Paul and Melanie
Knight for their kind hospitality.

Tony Pethers
PS. So what is a heifer I hear you say. Try Google or ask Paul B.
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Programme Reminder
Sep 16
Sep 30
Sun Oct 5
Oct 14
Oct 28
Nov 11
Nov 25
Sun Dec 7
Dec 9

Fiction and Novice Competitions
50/50 evening with Chichester
Sussex Film Festival
Alan Early and 60 sec competitions
Movie Showcase
Inter-club competition with Copthorne
A Night at the Movies circa 1949
North v South screening
Christmas Lunch

Refreshment Rota
Sep 16
Sep 30
Oct 14
Nov 11
Nov 25

Roy Langley & Stephen Cropp
Alan Tyler & Jim Heath
Paul Wood & John Staff
Mike Prince & Peter Wadsworth
Brenda & Barry Mack

Remember!
If you are unable to attend on your night, please change with someone
else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue
The next issue of The Linking Shot will be at the end of December 2014
Send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later than
1st December please

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

